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The Student Tuition Assistance and Revenue Trust (START) Program established in 1995 allows for deposits into
savings accounts established to pay for certain expenses associated with enrollment in an institution of higher education.
Taxpayers are allowed to deduct deposits up to $2,400 for single and $4,800 for joint filers from state taxable income. The
state provides an enhanced earning contribution between 2% and 14% depending upon the adjusted gross income of the
taxpayer contributing to the account. The Student Tuition Assistance and Revenue Trust Kindergarten through
Grade 12 (START K12) Program was established in 2018 to provide for expenses of enrollment in grades K-12. There are
no state tax deductions on deposits into these accounts, nor are there enhanced earnings contributions to these accounts
made by the state.
Proposed law allows for a one time $10,000 withdrawal from the START account for enrollment expenses of students in
grades K-12. Effective August 1, 2020
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EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

The Office of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA) estimates increased costs of approximately $6,000 to program their
computer system to accommodate these withdrawals from existing accounts. There will be an increase in SGF need to meet
the enhanced earnings contribution on new START accounts established to take advantage of the $10,000 annual withdrawal
for K-12 tuition costs. The contribution rate ranges from 2% to 14% depending upon the income of the individual making
the deposit so any increase is indeterminable at this time. The total estimated state contribution for enhanced earnings for
FY 20 is approximately $3 M for approximately 69,450 accounts. The increase will depend upon the number of new accounts
and the amount of deposits into those accounts. New accounts may be established between June 1 and December 31 for
taxpayers to avail themselves of potential tax benefits.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

There will be a reduction in revenue collections of the state as a result of tax filers’ ability to annually withdraw funds from
the START account for expenses that are otherwise prohibited and would otherwise be paid from the START K-12 account, as
these expenses are eligible for certain tax deductions. Potential reductions are indeterminable at this time.
LA.R.S. 17:3095 allows for maximum state tax deductions of $2,400 (single filer) or $4,800 (joint filer) for contributions
made to START accounts. LA. R.S. 47:297.10 allows for a maximum state tax deduction of $5,000 per child for nonpublic
school and public lab school tuition expenses. The Department of Revenue reported a total of 75,200 returns claiming these
deductions in 2018. Of these, 4,407 returns filed for contributions to START accounts and also claimed the $5,000 tax
deduction for tuition payments. This bill would have no impact on these filers.
For the same time frame, 10,275 filers contributed to START accounts but did not claim the $5,000 tax deduction for tuition
expenses. These filers could potentially exercise the authority in the proposed legislation to withdraw up to $10,000 per
year for K-12 tuition expenses. This would also make these filers eligible for the $5,000 tax deduction authorized under
47:297.10. In 2018, approximately 570 account holders took advantage of the one time withdrawal authority and were
eligible for the $5,000 tax deduction.
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CONTINUED EXPLANATION from page one:

Revenue Explanation Continued from page one
An additional 60,518 filers currently claim the $5,000 tax deduction for tuition expenses, but do not have a START account.
The proposed legislation could provide an incentive for these filers to establish a START account and use up to $10,000 of
these funds for K-12 tuition. These filers would be able to claim the $4,800 deduction authorized under 17:3095. These
accounts would also be eligible for the 2%-14% earnings enhancement contribution funded with state general fund. While
the proposed legislation prohibits the withdrawal of these enhanced earnings for K-12 tuition, the accounts would still be
eligible for the state contribution which would continue to accrue to the fund.
In order to illustrate potential impact, the LFO calculated potential reductions in state revenue collections based on the
assumption that 600 existing START account holders would avail themselves of the $5,000 deduction in 47:297.10. While it
is likely there will be an increase in the number of individuals that would create a new START account and avail themselves
of the additional $4,800 tax benefit in 17:3095 through December 31, 2020, the LFO cannot estimate how many that would
be. As such, the revenue impact below is likely underestimated. Furthermore, the impact would vary depending upon the
tax rate paid by those filers. These numbers are illustrative only and are subject to normal fluctuations in the number of
claimants for each tax deduction. Note that these represent deductions for only one dependent, although a
significant portion of current filers claim multiple dependents.

Potential Exposure of 600 possible filers
Claims $4,800 START deduction AND $5,000 tuition deduction
Potential SGF Revenue Loss by tax rate
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